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1. Introduction
Einstein  [1]  obtained  a well  known formula  DR = < x2 > ê2 t  for  what  is now  called the  renormalized  diffusion
coefficient  DR and  < x2 >  is  the  mean  square  displacement  of  a  Brownian  particle  away  from the  origin  at  large  time  t
compared with the relaxation time.  This formula is often rewritten as a time integral [2]
(1)DR = ‡
0
¶
 CHtL „ t
where the velocity autocorrelation function C(t) or VACF is defined
(2)CHtL ª < vx  vx HtL > .
vx HtL  is the x-component of velocity of the Brownian particle at time t  and  <>  indicates  an ensemble average.  Equa-
tions (1) and (2) together are an example of a Green-Kubo [3, 4, 5] formula for a transport coefficient.  Early calculations
based on the Langevin equation indicated the VACF decays exponentially [2].   However, later calculations [6] based on a
modified  Stokes-Basset  Langevin  equation  showed  that  in  addition  to  the  initial  exponential  decay,  there  is  a  long  time,
power law decay t-dê2  where d=2, 3 is the system dimension. Some experimental work [7]  for Brownian motion confirms
this  long  time  tail  behavior.    Also,  molecular  dynamics  calculations  and  kinetic  theory  arguments  have  shown this  long
time  power  law  decay  holds  for  the  VACF  at  the  molecular  level  as  well  [6].   Furthermore,  the  VACF  of  plasma,  solid
state,  and other systems have similar  behavior [8] and this is related to anomalous transport.   It was recognized sometime
ago, that  perhaps  the earliest  observation  of the effects  of these  long time tails in correlation functions  was in the plasma
physics phenomena of Bohm diffusion.
One of Mel Green's [3] many contributions was to use a generalized Fokker-Planck equation to obtain expressions
valid, for a wide variety of systems for the coefficients of diffusion, shear and bulk viscosity as well as the heat conductiv-
ity in  terms  of time  integrals  of  various  correlation  functions.   Thus  he showed  that  correlation  functions  for  nonequilib-
rium  statistical  mechanics  play  the  role  of  the  partition  function  in  equilibrium  statistical  theory.   Zwanzig  [9]  extended
Green's treatment by using the projection operator and memory function formalism and showed how nonmarkoffian or time
dependent  transport  coefficients  could  be  included  in  the  theory.   Zwanzig  also  emphasized  the  difference  between  bare
and renormalized transport coefficients [10].  Later, Kawasaki [11, 12] showed how the Zwanzig formalism could be made
into  a  computational  tool  by  dealing  with  various  model  systems  especially  near  the  critical  point.   Finally,  Varley  and
Sandri  [13] pointed  out a  small  but important  error  in Zwanzig's  treatment [9]  and showed how the bare  transport  coeffi-
cients could actually be computed.  This is important for a variety of reasons but in particular the bare transport coefficients
are input parameters for the mode coupling theory calculations [11, 12, 14] and renormalization group calculations [15] of
the  renormalized  transport  coefficients  so  it  is  strange  that  numerical  values  for  the  bare  transport  coefficients  are  not
available.  Also, until now the bare or small scale  transport coefficients have not seemed worthy of attention of calculation
since it was thought that they were not observable and therefore not relevant.  This idea probably goes back to renormaliza-
tion  theory  in  quantum  electrodynamics  where  the  renormalized  mass,  charge  etc.  of  the  electron  are  the  observable
parameters  while the bare mass etc.  are not observable  and even possibly infinite.   Taking these ideas uncritically over to
transport  theory  without  modification  is  suspect  since,  for  example,  it  is  the  renormalized  diffusion  coefficient  in  two
dimensions that is possibly infinite while the bare diffusion coefficient is thought to be finite and here we provide support
for this later belief.  Also, even though it is the renormalized diffusion coefficient that is measured in some experiments, it
is  possible  to  experimentally  measure  the  bare  diffusion  coefficient  as  well  provided  the  length  scale  of  interest  is  small
enough.  There are some systems bounded by spatial regions or have boundary conditions which are comparable in size to
the mean free path and  in these cases  it is the bare  diffusion coefficient  which controls the diffusion process [16].  These
items will be explored in detail in a future paper and here we simply focus on obtaining a concrete expression for the bare
diffusion coefficient in terms of its associated peculiar velocity autocorrelation function.  
What  follows  in  section  2  is  a  review  of  conventional,  convective  diffusion  theory.   The  Onsager  notation  is
introduced but fluctuations are not considered here.  Section 3 presents some results of the generalized Fokker-Plank theory
of Green [3],  Zwanzig [9]  and others [13] and in particular a correct general  formula for the bare transport coefficients  in
terms of the peculiar phase velocity is stated.  These general results are applied to the diffusion process in section 4 and it is
here  we  obtain  our  main  new  result  for  the  bare  diffusion  coefficient  in  terms  of  the  peculiar  velocity  autocorrelation
function.  Section 5 presents some computer simulation results for the peculiar velocity autocorrelation function of a model
system in order to have some idea of its qualitative behavior as a function of time.  These features of the peculiar velocity
autocorrelation  are  new  and  have  not  yet  been  explained  theoretically.  Finally  section  6  places  the  present  work  in  a
historical  context  and  makes  comparison  to  the  work  of  Einstein,  Green,  Zwanzig  and  others.  Also,  an  experiment  is
discussed in which the bare diffusion coefficient could be measured at least in principle.   The details  of the calculation of
the entropy matrix for diffusion are relegated to appendix 1 and a general renormalization result appears in appendix 2.
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2. Convective Diffusion
 The basic hydrodynamic  equations governing  convective diffusion  are well  known [17] and they provide a useful
starting point before discussing the more recent advances.  The solute density n = nHr”, tL  satisfies the convective diffusion
equation
(3) nÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
 t
+ Hv”÷ ÿ “L n = D “2  n
where D is the bare diffusion coefficient and  v”÷ = v”÷  Hr”, tL  is the total fluid velocity (solvent plus solute) with r”  the position
in the system container.   The fluid is assumed incompressible for simplicity, so the Navier-Stokes equation appears
(4)
 v”÷
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
 t + Hv”÷ ÿ “L v”÷ = - 1ÅÅÅÅÅÅr  “p + n “2  v”÷ .
Also, the shear viscosity is n, the pressure is p, and the mass density of the total fluid is r .  The usual hydrodynamic theory
also gives the time evolution of the entropy S but this plays a somewhat tangential role in the theory best left to appendix 1.
Equations (3) and (4) are nonlinear due to convection and there are important phenomena like diffusion in an external shear
flow  as  well  as  turbulence  where  these  effects  are  important.   Even  though  the  nonlinear  theory  is  important  to  us,  the
linearized theory is  discussed  next  as an excuse to introduce  the Onsager  formulation  and notation.  Also,  some results of
the linear theory are used in appendix 1.
 The theory is linearized writing the density n= 1ÅÅÅÅÅW +dn where 
1ÅÅÅÅÅW  is the equilibrium particle density of the solute since
here  the solute  consists  of  one  particle and  W  is  the system "volume".   The solute and  solvent  particles  are mechanically
identical.   Also,  the  fluid  velocity  is  v”÷ = d v”÷  since  the  flow  is  zero  in  equilibrium.   Equations  (3)  and  (4)  thus  take  the
linearized form
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2  dn
(6) dv
”÷÷÷
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
 t = -
1
ÅÅÅÅÅÅ
r
 “p + n “2 d v”÷ .
Further analysis is often done in Fourier space by writing, for example the density as
(7)dnHr”, tL = 1ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅW  ‚'
k
 nk HtL e-i k”÷ ÿr”
where  the "volume"  W = cd with  d=2,  3  the  system dimension  and  c  the  length  of  the  side  of the  container.   The Fourier
summation in equation (7) has a prime indicating that wavenumbers k ¥ k  are dropped and this means that effectively fine
details  in  the  density  variation  smaller  than  the  wavelength  l ª 2 p ê k  are  neglected.   The  Fourier  coefficients  nk HtL  and
v”÷ k HtLsatisfy
(8) nk HtLÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
 t = -k
2  D nk HtL
(9) v
”÷
k HtL
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
 t = i 
k”÷
ÅÅÅÅÅÅ
r
 pk HtL - k2  n v”÷ k HtL .
The transverse part of the fluid velocity v”÷ kT =v”÷ k - k` (k` ·v”÷ k ) is the most important part of equation (9) namely, 
(10) v
”÷
k
T HtL
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
 t = -k
2  n v”÷ k T HtL
since  the  fluid  is  incompressible.   We  shall  not  use  the  superscript  T  further  to  keep  the  notation  as  simple  as  possible.
Using the Onsager notation ak 1 = vk x , ak 2 = vk y , ak 3 =vk z , and  ak 4 =nk  for the macroscopic or hydrodynamic variables,
equations (8) and (10) can be combined into one generalized macroscopic equation
(11) ak
a
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
 t
= -hk a  ak a .
The generalized  transport  coefficient  h  has  components  that  are defined  hk 1 =hk 2 =hk 3 =k2 n   and   hk 4 =  k2 D.  Equations
(11) are an example of the Onsager regression equations for a "diagonal processes" where the different transport processes
a=1, ...,  4  are independent of each other.  Here we will focus mostly on diffusion so only the a=4 case will be important
and  the  superscript  a  will  be  dropped  in  what  follows.   Sometimes  the  set  of  thermodynamic  variables  is  collectively
referred to as a”  and this has four components  a”=(ak 1 , ak 2 , ak 3 , ak 4 ) for the case at hand.  On occasion the vector symbol
for a”  is sometimes dropped for simplicity so be warned.  
3. The Generalized Fokker-Planck Theory
 The  Onsager  equations  give  the  time  evolution  of  the  average  values  of  the  thermodynamic  quantities;  however,
any  real  system  has  fluctuations.   Green,  Zwanzig,  Kawasaki,  and  others  developed  the  theory  of  fluctuations  from  two
points  of  view.   A  fluctuating  force  can  be  added  to  the  generalized  transport  equations  (11)  which  are  then  treated  as
generalized  Langevin  equations  [11].     Alternatively,  a  generalized  Fokker-Planck  equation  produces  equivalent  results
[12] and this is the approach followed here [13].  
 The  generalized  Fokker-Planck  equation  focuses on  the  a-space  distribution  g(a,  t)  for  the  fluctuations  of a  about
the average values.  Green developed his theory by associating a phase function A(G, t) with each thermodynamic variable
where in this case G denotes a point in the N-particle phase space of position and velocity. When G has a particular value
then A(G, t)=a(t)  but there are typically a large number of points in phase space G which give the same a(t).  As an exam-
ple, the phase function associated with the particle density nk HtL  of particle 1 is
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We shall also  have a need for the Fourier  series  representation  NHr”, tL  as introduced by Green for  a square or cubic con-
tainer of side c having periodic boundary conditions where
(13)NHr”, tL = fM Hr” - q”÷ 1 HtLL
and fM Hr”L = fM HxL fM HyL  is a product of Dirichlet-like functions [3, 18] for a two dimensional "square" system 
(14)fM  HxL = SinH 2 p xÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅc  HM + 1ÅÅÅÅ2 LLÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅc SinH p xÅÅÅÅÅÅÅc L .
Figure 1 shows fM HxL  for two typical values M=6 and M=14 for c=1.  The larger value M=14 is the more sharply peaked,
more rapidly oscillating function.  The integral of fM HxL  is unity. 
Figure 1: The Dirichlet  function  fM HxL  for M=6 and M=14.
Equation (14) is obtained using equation (12) in the Fourier series (7) with the cutoff wavenumber k.  A container having a
different  geometry  (say  spherical)  or  nonperiodic  boundary  conditions  would  have  a  different  form  for  f .   The  MCMD
simulation  program  discussed  later  uses  a  planar  triangular  lattice  with  the horizontal  side having  a  little  different  length
than the vertical  side so c is slightly  different in these two directions.   The M subscript  in NHr”, tL  of equation (13) is sup-
pressed  to  simplify  the  notation  and  here  r” = Hx, yL  is  the  position  in  the  two  dimensional  thermodynamic  system in  the
"square" container.  M is a positive integer for periodic boundary conditions and M will sometimes be called the "Dirichlet
M".   M  controls  the  maximum  or  cutoff  wavenumber,  k = 2 p M ê c  of  the  Fourier  representation  and  as  mentioned  by
Green, the length l = c êM  is effectively a spatial averaging length for the phase function NHr”, tL . Obviously, l≤c  the side
of the container, so it follows 1 § M.    fM HxL  is a sharply peaked function for large M and when M Ø ¶ , fM HxL  becomes a
Dirac  delta.   More  typically  M is  chosen  so  that  l >> c ëè!!!!N  which  is  the  average distance  between  particles  for  a two
dimensional  system.    Combining  this  inequality  with  the  definition  of  l  yields  the  condition  è!!!!N >> M  and  thus  M is
restricted  to  the  range  è!!!!N >> M ¥ 1   for  systems  in  two  dimensions.   Since  N=1672  for  our  computer  simulation,  this
inequality restricts M so that 40 >> M ¥ 1. 
 Finally according to the generalized Fokker-Planck theory [13], the bare transport  coefficients h is given as a time
integral
(15)h = ‡
0
¶
FHtL „ t
4
where the generalized "peculiar" phase velocity autocorrelation function F(t) in equation (15) is
(16)FHtL = < dVk HG » tL dV-k HGL >
and the small wavenumber k Ø 0  approximation is implicit.  Equations (15) and (16) are the key results used in this paper
and  the  appendix  shows  how  this  special  form  can  be  obtained  from  the  previous  Varley  and  Sandri  result  [13].
G = 8q”÷ 1 , v”÷ 1 , ÿ ÿ ÿ, q”÷ N , v”÷ N <  is a point in "phase" space and the bracket  notation <···> indicates an average over the equilib-
rium Gibbs distribution r(G) so the average of a general phase function G(G) is 
(17)< GHGL > = ‡ GHGL rHGL „ G .
The phase velocity Vk  HG » tL  of a slowly varying or "relevant"  variable Ak  HG » tL  is 
(18)Vk  HG » tL = dÅÅÅÅÅÅÅdt  Ak  HG » tL .
There are two kinds of phase variables: the slowly varying  Ak  HG » tL  and the more rapidly varying Bk  HG » tL   variables.  In
general,  Vk  HG » tL  depends  not  only  on  the  Ak  HG » tL  variables  but  also  the  Bk  HG » tL .   The  "peculiar"  phase  velocity
d Vk  HG » tL  is the phase velocity measured relative the average phase velocity Vêê k  HG » tL
(19)dVk HG » tL = Vk  HG » tL - Vêê k  HG » tL
where Vêêk  HG » tL  is the average of Vk  HG » tL  over a specific surface in phase space
(20)Vêê k  HG » tL = ‡ Vk HGêê » tL dHAHGêê » tL - AHG » tLL rHGêêLÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅWHAHGLL „ Gêê .
The "structure function" W(A(G)) is the average of the equilibrium distribution over the same surface in phase space so
(21)WHAHGLL ª ‡ dHAHGêê » tL - AHG » tLL rHGêêL„ Gêê .
The integrals in equation (20) are difficult and complicated in general.  However, when the phase velocity can be written to
a  good  approximation  in  a  form Vk HAHG » tLL  that  is,  entirely  in  terms  of  the   slowly  varing  AHG » tL  then  the  integrals  in
equation (20) can be performed using a property of the Dirac delta and a very simple result is obtained
(22)Vêê k  HG » tL = Vk HAHG » tLL .
 Equations (15)-(22) are the result of the general derivation [9, 13] applied to the special case of diagonal processes
as discussed in the appendix.   The generalized transport coefficient h appearing in equation (15) can be thought of either as
a single transport coefficient (as associated with,  for example diffusion)  or h might be thought of as a vector having shear
viscosity and diffusion contributions.  
4. Application to the Diffusion Process
 The  above  results  of  the  generalized  Fokker-Planck  approach  are  a  little  abstract  so  it  might  help  to  discuss  a
specific  example  and  obtain  an  expression  for  the  bare  diffusion  coefficient  using  equations  (15)  and  (16).   The relevant
phase variables A(G) for convective diffusion are the particle density Nk  HtL  and the fluid velocity V”÷÷  Hr”, tL . Taking the time
derivative of Nk  HtL  yields the phase velocity via equation (18)
(23)Vk  HG » tL = i k”÷ ÿ v”÷ 1  ei k”÷ ÿq”÷ 1 HtL > i k”÷ ÿ v”÷ 1 HtL .
v”÷ 1 HtL  is the velocity of particle one relative the lab and the approximation  is for small wavenumber k.  This is one part of
the  peculiar  phase  velocity  in  equation  (19).    The  average  phase  velocity  Vêê k  HG » tL  is  also  required  and  this  is  more
involved.   The  definitions  of  convective  diffusion  in  section  2  are  a  guide  since  in  order  to  use  equation  (22),  we  must
express  the phase  velocity Vk  HG » tL  in terms of Nk  HtL  and  V”÷÷  Hr”, tL .   Begin  by taking the time derivative of equation (13)
and obtain akin to the continuity equation
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(24)ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
 t  NHr”, tL + “ ÿ J”1  Hr”, tL = 0
where the current  J”1 due to particle 1 relative the lab frame is defined
(25)J”1 ª NHr”, tL V”÷÷ 1 Hr”, tL > 1ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅW  V”÷÷ 1 Hr”, tL
in  the  linear  approximation  for  a  system  close  to  equilibrium.   The  fluid  velocity  V”÷÷ 1 Hr”, tL  associated  with  particle  1  in
equation (25)  is defined
(26)V”÷÷ 1 Hr”, tL ª v”÷ 1  fM Hr” - q”÷ 1  HtLLÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅNHr”, tL > W v”÷ 1 HtL fM Hr” - q”÷ 1 HtLL
where again  NHr”, tL = 1ÅÅÅÅÅW + dNHr”, tL  was used with 1ÅÅÅÅÅW  the equilibrium one particle density. 
One choice  [9, 17]  is to define  a renormalized  diffusion coefficient  DR  using the diffusion  current  J
”
1  relative  the
lab frame so  J”1 ª -DR  “ NHr”, tL .  (More generally,  DR Hr”, tL   is defined [14] as a space-time convolution with the density
NHr”, tL  and  in Fourier  space  DR Hr”, tLbecomes  Dè R Ik”÷ , wM .   Also  in equation  (1),  DR ª Dè R Ik”÷ = 0, w = 0M .)   This paper  does
not  focus  on  the  renormalized  diffusion  coefficient  but  it  should  be  clear  that  DR  characterizes  the  diffusion  process
relative  the  laboratory  frame  of  reference.   This  definition  together  with  equation  (24)  yields  a  diffusion  equation  of  the
form  t NHr”, tL = DR  “2  NHr”, tL .    The usual Green-Kubo formula resulting from combining equations (1) and (2) follows
from this approach.
Another  choice  of  diffusion  coefficient  is  often  used  in  fluid  mechanics  [17].    In  this  approach,  the  current  J”
relative the total fluid velocity V”÷÷  Hr”, tL  is defined
(27)J” ª NHr”, tL IV”÷÷ 1 Hr”, tL - V”÷÷ Hr”, tLM
where the total fluid velocity V”÷÷  Hr”, tL  is in the linear approximation
(28)V”÷÷  Hr”, tL > WÅÅÅÅÅÅÅN  ‚
a=1
N
 v”÷ a  fM Hr” - q”÷ a HtLL .
The total fluid velocity is defined to include the solute particle and V”÷÷  Hr”, tL  depends upon the length scale l determined by
the  Dirichlet  M.   By  the  way,  here  a=1  indicates  the  solute  particle  and  a = 2, ..., N  are  the  solvent  particles.   The
Dirichlet function fM  in equation (28) effectively  changes the summation over all the N particle  velocities into a sum of
particle velocities just in a region of size l2  about the points r” .  For small l comparable to the mean free path, V”÷÷  Hr”, tL  has
large fluctuations; however, for large l, the total fluid velocity approaches zero.  Systems of different boundary conditions
and geometry will have different fuctions fM  but the form and general properties of equation (28) will be the same.  
There is a seeming surfeit of symbols  for velocity but each symbol is associated with a different physical concept.
In  order  to  remove  some  confusion,  Table  1  below  lists  some  of  the  more  important  symbols  and  the  equation  number
where the symbol is first introduced. 
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Table 1. Symbols of velocity.
Symbol Name Equation No.
v”÷ 1  HtL velocity of solute particle 1 23
v”÷ (r” , t) total average fluid velocity 3
V”÷÷ 1 Hr”, tL microscopic fluid velocityassociated with particle 1 25, 26
V”÷÷ Hr”, tL microscopic total fluid velocity: solute plus solvent 28
Vk  HG » tL phase velocity 18
Vêê k  HG » tL average of phase velocity 20, 22
Using definition (25) for J”1  in equation (27) yields J”1 = J” + NHr”, tL V”÷÷  Hr”, tL .  Furthermore, the bare coefficient D is
associated with the diffusion current J”  relative the total fluid velocity via J” ª -D “NHr”, tL.   Combining these two equation
with equation (24) yields 
(29)ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
 t
 NHr”, tL + “ ÿ INHr”, tL V”÷÷  Hr”, tLM = D “2  NHr”, tL
which has  the form of a convective  diffusion equation.   The bare  diffusion  coefficient  characterizes  the diffusion process
relative the frame of the local fluid velocity (which is defined on the length scale l) and also it should be clear that the bare
diffusion coefficient appears in the standard treatments [17] of diffusion discussed previously in section 2.  Kawasaki [11]
in appendix  C introduced  some related definitions;  however,  their  use below is  novel.   Linearization of  equation (29)  (as
when  l  is  large),  yields  again  t NHr”, tL = D “2  NHr”, tL  and  the  bare  diffusion  coefficient  approaches  the  renormalized
diffusion  coefficient.   However,  keep  in  mind  that  equation  (29)  is  to  be  treated  as  a  Langevin  equation  [11]  and  that  a
fluctuating force should  be added in the complete formulation.    The average of equation (29) then leads to a "fluctuation
renormalization"  of the transport  coefficients  [10-12, 14]  and this will  be discussed  for small  systems (comparable in size
to the mean free path) in a future paper. 
We  want  to  calculate  the  peculiar  velocity  using  equation  (19)  and  this  involves  the  average  phase  velocity
Vêêk  HG » tL  which is now obtained with the Fourier series representation of equation (29) 
(30)dÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
d t
 Nk  HtL = i k”÷ ÿ INHr”, tL V”÷÷  Hr”, tLMk - k2  DNk HtL
in order to gauge the size of the various terms in wave number k.  The second term involving D is dropped in equation (30)
since it is higher order in wavenumber k than is necessary.  Also, note
(31)INHr”, tL V”÷÷  Hr”, tLMk = ‡ NHr”, tL V”÷÷  Hr”, tL ei k”÷ ÿr”  „ r” > ‡ NHr”, tL V”÷÷  Hr”, tL „ r”
to  lowest  order  in  k.   The  rate  of  change  of  the  phase  variable  dÅÅÅÅÅdt  Nk  HtL  can  now  be  expressed  entirely  in  terms  of  the
slowly varying  or  "relevant"  phase  variables  A(G)  of the  system and  the average of the phase  velocity  Vêêk  HG » tL  is calcu-
lated easily 
(32)Vêê k  HG » tL = dÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅd t  Nk  HtL > i k”÷ ÿ‡ V”÷÷  Hr”, tL NHr”, tL „ r” = i k”÷ ÿ V”÷÷ Hq”÷ 1 , tL
which  is  a  very  simple  result.   The  average  phase  velocity  Vêê k  HG » tL  is  expressed  in  terms  of  the  microscopic  total  fluid
velocity V”÷÷  Hr”, tL  evaluated  at  the location  r”=q”÷ 1 HtL  of particle  1  at  time t.   Equations  (13) and  (28) were used  in obtaining
equation  (32)  and  the  spatial  integration  was  done  using  a  property  of  the  Dirichlet  functions
fM Hx” - z”L = Ÿ fM Hx” - y”L fM Hy” - z”L „ y”÷ .   
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 We are now in a position to write a simple formula for the peculiar velocity autocorrelation  function.  Substitution
of equations (23) and (32) into the general expression equation (16) with (19) yields FHtL = k2 Fêê HtL  where now the Peculiar
Velocity Correlation Function or PVACF Fêê HtL  is defined
(33)FêêHtL ª 1ÅÅÅÅÅ
d
< Iv”÷ 1 HtL - V”÷÷  Hq”÷ 1  HtL, tLM ÿ Iv”÷ 1 - V”÷÷ Hq”÷ 1 LM >
with d=2,  3 the system dimension.   A property  of the velocity part  of the equilibrium Gibbs distribution is used to obtain
equation (33).  V”÷÷  Hq”÷ 1  HtL, tL  has the microscopic form of equation (28) so operationally V”÷÷  Hq”÷ 1  HtL, tL   is the local fluid veloc-
ity in a region of size l2  about the point r” = q”÷ 1  HtL  and this point is obviously moving with time.  The total  fluid velocity
V”÷÷  Hq”÷ 1  HtL, tL  in equation (33) is a function of time since (1) the position q”÷ 1  HtL  of particle 1 is time dependent,  (2) the posi-
tions q”÷ a  HtL  and velocities v”÷ a  HtL  of the other particles a=2,...,N are changing and (3) particles move in and out of the spatial
region  l2  about  q”÷ 1  HtL .   Mostly  we  will  write  just  V”÷÷  Hq”÷ 1 , tL  for  simplicity.   Recall  the  generalized  diffusion  coefficient
h=k2  D so combining this with equation (33) in equation (15) and cancelling the factors of k2  yields
(34)D = ‡
0
¶
F
êêHtL „ t .
When we speak of  the PVACF what  we  have in mind is definition  (33) but  quite often  the bar notation  will  be dropped.
Equations (33) and (34) are different from the formula implicit in Green [4] since the microscopic  fluid velocity V”÷÷  Hq”÷ 1 , tL
has the form of equation (28) and appears in equation (33).  Also, since the definition of the microscopic total fluid velocity
equation  (28)  depends  upon  the  averaging  length  l  (and  equivalently  M  since  l = c êM),  it  follows  that  F  and  D  are  a
functions of l as well and this is different from Green's formula.  Finally the microscopic positions and velocities of the N
particles  appear  in  equation  (33)  so  the  PVACF   F   is  in  a  form  suitable  for  calculation  using  computer  simulations.   It
should be clear  that our result  for the bare diffusion coefficient is novel and different from the usual Green-Kubo formula
for the renormalized diffusion coefficient in the literature [3-5].
5. Computer Simulation Results for the PVACF
 Some preliminary Monte Carlo Molecular Dynamics or MCMD simulations on a two dimensional hard disk system
were  performed  to  better  understand  the  behavior  of  the  PVACF  as  a  function  of  time.   The  MCMD  method  has  been
described elsewhere [19] but briefly the Monte Carlo method is used to set the initial condition of the N particle system and
the molecular dynamics method is used to calculate the future time evolution.  45 Monte Carlo initial conditions were used
for  the  PVACF  of  each  value  of  1 § M § 6,  the  molecular  dynamics  trajectories  were  calculated  for  about  75  collision
times, and the molecular dynamics averages  were computed at time origins 5 time steps apart.  The results presented here
are  for  a  system  of  N=1672  particles  and  the  entire  system  is  in  a  unit  cell  of  a  planar  triangular  lattice  having  volume
W=0.9972  .   The  system  "volume"  W  is  taken  as  twice  the  close  packed  volume  W0 =
è!!!3  Nsd ëè!!!!!!2 d  and  this  has  the
effect  of making  the hard  core  diameter  s=0.019   while  the Boltzmann  mean free path is   mfp = WÅÅÅÅÅN  H2 sL1-d = 0.016  for
d=2.  The mean free path is approximately  the size of the hard core  diameter s  since the particle density  is so near  close
packing.  The mean  distance  between  particles  is usually  taken  ! = è!!!!!!!!!!W êN = 0.024  but  this  assumes  the  particle  is at  the
center of a square.  The ratio of the averaging wavelength l with ! is l ê ! = è!!!!N ëM and this is a measure of the linear size
of the local fluid element.    Numerical examples are given in Table 2 again for N=1672.  When comparing bare diffusion
coefficients  D  of  systems  having  different  size N,  the ratio  l/!  should  be  fixed  and  this  means changing  the  value of  M.
For example, increasing N by a factor of four would require M to double in value in order that l/! remain fixed.
The long time MCMD simulation results for the PVACF are presented in figure 2 for some values of the Dirichlet
integer  M in the range 6≥M≥1.   The MCMD simulations  for Fêê HtL  used a symmeterized form of equation (33) to increase
the computational efficiency and reduce the error.
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Figure 2:  Long Time Behavior  of the VACF and PVACF for M=2, 4, and 6.
The  Boltzmann  collision  time  is  t00 =0.009  calculated  using   mfp = vêê t00   together  with  the  mean  thermal  speed
vêê = è!!!!!!!!!!!!!p êm b  and the MCMD program uses mass mª1 and b = 1 ê kB  T ª 1.  However,  all the figures use time measured
in units of the collision time obtained from the MCMD simulation.  Also, the MCMD calculations were done in the microca-
nonical ensemble with temperature T related to the energy E = dNkB T/2 where d=2 is the dimension.  
It is qualitatively obvious from figure 2 that the long decay rate of the PVACF is faster than the decay rate of the
VACF which is also given for reference.  Also, it is clear the long time decay rate of the PVACF depends upon the value of
the Dirichlet M; the larger values of M are associated with faster long time decay and this is a new result. Recall the size of
M controls  the  averaging  wavelength  l = c êM  and the fluid  velocity  V”÷÷  Hr”, tL  given  in  equation  (28)  is  an average  of the
particle velocities within a length l  around r”  and  n l2  is the number of particles in this region as indicated in Table 2.  
Table 2. Variation in the averaging wavelength l with M
Dirichlet M Wavelength l n l2 l/!
1 1 1672 40.9
2 0.5 418 20.4
3 0.33 186 13.6
4 0.25 104.5 10.2
5 0.2 66.9 8.2
6 0.17 46.4 6.8
14 0.07 8.5 2.9
Note:  n  l2  is approximately the number of particles in averaging region.
For small M, one might expect  V”÷÷  Hr”, tL  to be almost zero due to cancellations of particle velocities in the sum of equation
(28) and thus it is intuitively clear why the PVACF approaches the VACF for small M.  The MCMD program was checked
to make sure the PVACF when M = 0  reproduces  the VACF and this is appropriate  for  an infinite  system.  For the finite
system of the simulation and in nature, M=1 is the smallest allowed value.  When M is larger, the averaging wavelength l
is smaller and intuitively one expects the local fluid velocity to be larger since there is incomplete cancellation in the sum
of equation  (28).   After  a  few collision  times,  the particles in a  region l  around r”  thermalize  and  the long time decay of
V”÷÷  Hr”, tL  is able to cancel the solute particle velocity v”÷ 1 HtL .  For large M, the PVACF is quite different from the VACF since
the  PVACF  decays  rapidly  and  the  peculiar  velocity  evidently  is  uncorrelated  after  a  short  time.   There  is  a  complex
structure to the PVACF at intermediate times that is not evident in the ordinary VACF. This oscillatory, plateau structure is
a sensitive tool for understanding high density fluid systems.
 The very long time behavior  of the PVACF together  with the VACF for reference is given in figure 3.   The error
bars  on  the  VACF  are  typically  ±0.0002  from  the  MCMD  simulation  data  and  the  computational  uncertainty  for  the
PVACF is of a similar  size in all  the figures.   Figure 3 makes a convincing  argument that the PVACF goes to zero much
more rapidly than the VACF.  For example, for M=6 the PVACF becomes zero a time t in the range 15<t<20.    
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The character of the long time decay of the PVACF changes with M and for larger  M the long time decay is very
rapid.  For example, in Figure 4 the PVACF for M=14 is graphed together with the VACF which is much larger and it is
striking  how  fast  the  PVACF  decays  to  zero in  this  case.    It  should  be  noted  that  the  precise  long  time  behavior  of  the
PVACF would be less of an issue and would probably be assumed exponential if the power law, long time behavior of the
VACF were unknown and uncelebrated. Some work [14] has indicated there might be long time contributions in the VACF
proportional  to t-Hdê2+1L  but these have not yet been seen in the computer simulation  data and must be quite small.  Previ-
ously some have been skeptical  that the PVACF of equation (33) with the microscopic fluid velocity given approximately
by  equation  (28)  would  be  sufficient  to  remove  the  known  long  time  tail  contribution  from  the  VACF,  however,  the
MCMD data shows this concern is unwarranted.  Put another way, the PVACF is remarkably able to remove the long time
tail  in the VACF even at a very high  particle density  [21].   Also,  it  should be kept  in mind that  the PVACF for  small M
approaches  the  VACF  and  this  observation  is  new  since  the  dependence  of  the  PVACF  on   l  was  not  mentioned  previ-
ously.  The PVACF for M=1 (or l=c case) is the smallest value relevant physically for a finite system and conservation of
momentum predicts the total fluid velocity V”÷÷  Hq”÷ 1  HtL, tL is zero.  The detailed MCMD results for this case will be presented
in the future.
Figure 4: Long time behavior  of the PVACF for M=14 and the VACF above for reference .
The  short  time  behavior  of  F(t)  the  PVACF  is  presented  in  figure  5.   It  is  clear  the  initial  value  of  the  PVACF
depends upon on M and this behavior of  FH0L  was a surprise and discovered in the MCMD data.  Numerical values for the
initial values of the PVACF for some M are given in Table 3 and note  F(0) differs from C(0)= kB  TÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅm   due to the equilibrium
correlations of the particles of the local fluid  velocity equation (28).  The units used by Erpenbeck and Wood [18] would
yield C(0)=1 except they use an additional socalled Enskog scaling factor so C(0) in Table 3 is not unity.
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Figure 5:  Short Time Behavior  of PVACF for  l=2, 4, and 6 together  with the VACF.
The bare diffusion coefficient D is the time integral of the PVACF so the size of F(0) is important in calculating D.
The bare diffusion coefficient has computed numerically using equation (34) together with the MCMD program results for
the PVACF and the results are also displayed in Table 3 below.  
Table 3. The bare diffusion coefficient D
Dirichlet M PVACF H0L D
0 0.9666 ¶
1 0.9620 0.0052
2 0.9530 0.0046
3 0.9394 0.0041
4 0.9211 0.0037
5 0.8984 0.0033
6 0.8714 0.0031
Numerical estimates for D from the MCMD data for the PVACF.
The Enskog value for the 2d diffusion  coefficient is 0.0034 and this numerically corresponds to the bare diffusion
coefficient D for  about M=5 which  corresponds  to l=0.2  and in this case l>8!  so there are a reasonably large number  of
particles in the averaging region. The variation of D over the range 1<M<6 is about 40%.  Again, the case M=0 in Table 3
corresponds to the renormalized diffusion coefficient for the infinite spatial system for which DR  is currently thought to be
infinite  in  2d  assuming  the  VACF  has  the  long  time  t-1  tail  behavior,  albeit  some  work  [20]  on  2d  Brownian  motion
indicates this long time behavior might be modified.
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6. Comparison with other work and conclusions
It is natural  to ask how the result  obtained here  compares with the well  established Green-Kubo formula [3, 4,  5].
Comparisons  with  previous  work  are  a  bit  problematic  and  confusing  in  this  case  but  hopefully  these  notes  will  help
somewhat  and  without  being  gratuitous.   In  particular,  while  I  marvel  at  Green's  insight,  his  method  of  calculating  was
sometimes intuitive and the details a little unclear at times.  At the outset it should be emphasized again that equations (33)
with (34) have not appeared previously in the literature.  
 Examination of II, the second of Green's papers [3] should convince the reader that Green's interest was in calculat -
ing what is now called the bare diffusion coefficient since his diffusion equation (II.50) contains a convective term.  How-
ever,  Green's  formula  for  the  diffusion  coefficient  equation  (II.54)  is  for  the  renormalized  diffusion  coefficient  and  is
actually  equivalent  to equations (1)  and (2) here for  a system macroscopically  at rest.  (See in particular Green's equation
(II.29b) together with the definition of xij  just above.)  Green's correlation function does include a mean fluid velocity and
in  paper  II  it  is  time  dependent  in  equation  (II.2).  (In  paper  I,  it  is  time  independent.)   However,  Green's  form  for  the
average of the fluid velocity for diffusion is just the average of the sum of the particle velocities and this is quite different
from our form equation (28).   Future treatments [4] dropped this average fluid velocity as being a constant, which may be
taken as zero for an appropriate reference frame.
Zwanzig's calculation [9] has the virtue of being very careful but it has a similar problem as Green's and this point
was  made  previously  by  Varley  and  Sandri  [13]  especially  after  their  equation  (11)  and  also  see  the  end  of  the  article.
Zwanzig's  appendix  II  should  be  examined  in  this  regard  since  it  is  indicated  the  average  of  the  phase  velocity  does  not
have time to evolve and the initial value of the average fluid velocity can be used.  Also, Zwanzig's form does not have the
average phase velocity in terms of the microscopic variables G as appears in [13].  Kubo's derivation[5] is in the context of
linear response  theory and it is difficult  to include the nonlinear effects of convection in such an arena and in any case he
did  not.   It  is  generally  accepted  [4]  that  Kubo's  formula  for  diffusion  is  equivalent  to  Green's.   The idea  of  the  peculiar
velocity  goes  back  at  least  to  Chapman  and  Cowling  [22].   However,  their  average  velocity  involves  the  hydrodynamic
velocity  not  the microscopic  fluid  velocity  equation  (28)  here  and  also  the  theory applies  only  to low density  Boltzmann
gas systems. 
Recall  the  Einstein  formula  DR = < x2 > ê 2 t  for  the  renormalized  diffusion  coefficient  DR  mentioned  in  the
introduction.  A related equation for the bare diffusion coefficient D can be obtained by combining equation (33) in (34) in
a time symmetric form yielding 
(35)D =
1
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ2 t  ‡0 t‡0 t < Hv1 x  Ht 'L - Vx  Hq”÷ 1 , t 'LL Hv1 x Ht ''L - Vx  Hq”÷ 1 , t ''LL > „ t ' „ t ''
with time t large.  Also, the subscript x is for the spatial component and  q”÷ 1 = q”÷ 1  HtL .  The component of displacement x of
particle 1 in a time t (away from the position at t=0) is given by
(36)x = ‡
0
t
v1 x  Ht 'L „ t '
relative the lab frame while the displacement of the local fluid element X is
(37)X = ‡
0
t
Vx  Hq”÷ 1  Ht 'L, t 'L „ t ' .
Consequently,  the  displacement  of  particle  1  at  time  t  relative  the  local  fluid  motion  is  defined  dx ª x - X  and equation
(35)  for  the  bare  diffusion  coefficient  D  reduces  to   D = < dx2 > ê2 t .    The  bare  diffusion  coefficient  D  is  given  by
< dx2 >  which  is  the  mean  square  displacement  of  particle  1  away  from  the  displacement  of  the  local  fluid  element
following particle 1 and this is of course different from the Einstein formula for the renormalized diffusion coefficient DR .
A possible use of D is in reaction-diffusion  problems since there it is the local environment  of the reactants that is impor-
tant.   What  is  relevant  is  how  far  one  reactant  diffuses  relative  another  so  < dx2 >  and  the  bare  diffusion  coefficient  is
useful in such problems.  
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  Previously, in section 4 it was discussed how the  Kawasaki-Zwanzig formalism [11, 14, 15] can be used with the
renormalized  diffusion  coefficient  Dè R  and  a  diffusion  equation  obtained  without  convection.   Such  a  description  can  be
used [14, 23] to obtain the dynamic scattering factor S(k, w) in terms of the renormalized diffusion coefficient Dè R Hk, wL
(38)SHk, wL = 1ÅÅÅÅÅp  Dè R Hk, wL k2ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅIHDè R Hk, wL k2 L2 + w2 M .
S(k, w) is important for example, in laser light [24] and neutron scattering [23] where the scattering wavenumber k and the
frequency w are experimentally controlled.   Equation (38) has the form of a Lorentzian function of w (for fixed k) with a
width 2 Dè R Hk, wL k2 .  This observation is valid provided the w dependence in Dè R Hk, wL  can be ignored and this is plausible
when  k  and  w  are  small  enough  for  the  hydrodynamic  approximation  to  be  valid.   The  relationship  between  the  bare
diffusion coefficient D and the renormalized diffusion coefficient Dè R Hk, wL  has been calculated in two dimensions [14]
(39)Dè R Hk, wL = D + kB  TÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ8 prHh + DL  Logikjj i w + k2  Hh + DLÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅi w + k2  Hh + DL y{zz
using the notation introduced here so in particular the cutoff wavenumber is k = 2 pM ê c  and as usual i = è!!!!!!-1 .  The bare
shear  viscosity  h  and  the  bare  diffusion  coefficient  D  are  functions  of  the  particular  wavenumber  k  associated  with  the
chosen  averaging  length  l.   Notice  that  when  the  scattering  wavenumber  k = k  in  equation  (39),  the  Log  term  vanishes
since the argument is unity and Dè R Hk, wL = D.  Put another way, the width of the scattering function SHk, wL  at a particular
scattering wavenumber k = k  determines the bare diffusion coefficient D at that wavenumber  k. A more general argument
made in appendix 2 does not depend upon a specific model result [25] like equation (39).  Also, this observation is consis-
tent with the modern ideas of the renormalization  group [26] and quantum electrodynamics  or QED where the bare mass,
charge etc. of the electron is thought potentially measurable by experiments accessing small spatial scales.  Previously [23]
it  was  suggested  that  computer  simulation  data  for   SHk, wL  could  be  interpreted  in  terms  of  a  phenomenological,  wave-
length dependent diffusion coefficient although no theory was suggested for this.  
It is inaccurate to say the bare diffusion coefficient D is not experimentally measurable as this discounts the possibil-
ity of measuring SHk, wL  through laser  light or neutron scattering experiments.   The erroneous idea that just the renormal-
ized  diffusion  coefficient  is  measurable  also  comes  from  QED  and  the  idea  that  perhaps  the  only  transport  experiments
possible  are  large  scale  in  nature.   The  example  cited  most  often  is  the  measurement  of  the  mean  square  displacement
< x2 >  and the relationship < x2 >= 2 Dè R H0, 0L t  where the kØ0 limit is taken before the wØ0 limit in equation (39).  The
resulting logarithmic divergence Dè R H0, w Ø 0L º kB  TÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ8 prHh+DL  LogH 1ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅi w L  is related to the long time power law decay 1/t in time
of the VACF so possibly the renormalized diffusion coefficient does not exist in 2d.    Dè R H0, 0L  for the 3d case is finite [14]
and  in  addition  to  D,  there  is  a  finite,  nonzero  renormalization.    Even  in  this  instance  it  is  somewhat  arbitrary  to  call
Dè R H0, 0L  the diffusion coefficient although Dè R H0, 0L  is useful in estimating the time it takes an impurity to disperse to the
walls of a large container relative the lab frame.  It should be pointed out that chemists (e.g. Fitts [17]) have considered a
number of different diffusion coefficients with the choice dictated by the experimental circumstance. 
There  is some freedom  in the definition  the  bare diffusion  coefficient  D and in particular,  one  has a  choice for  l.
Often  it  is  the  experimental  situation  which  dictates  the  value  of  l  as  for  example,  the  experimental  control  of  k  in  the
dynamic scattering function S(k, w) and in reaction-diffusion problems,  it is the average reaction length which fixes l and
therefore  < dx2 > .    Another  choice  is  the  form of  the  Dirichlet  functions  f  appearing  in  the  microscopic  fluid  velocity
equation (28) but the form of f probably is not important for systems large compared with the mean free path.  For systems
of  size  comparable  to  the  mean  free  path,  l  can  be  taken  as  the  size  of  the  container  and  the  boundary  conditions  will
dictate the form of f.  Finally, it should be kept in mind that equation (28) is the first term of an expansion in the equilib-
rium density and hypothetically, higher order terms of the expansion might need be included.  It is conjectured that the bare
diffusion coefficient D has a virial or density expansion analogous to the partition function and that all the nonanalyticity in
density resides in the renormalization yk HwL  provided higher order terms than in equation (28) are included in D.
It is reasonable to expect the formulae for the bare diffusion coefficient and PVACF given here will find important
uses.   Microfluidic  devices  are  being  fabricated  [16]  and  the  observed  transport  coefficients  are  inhomogeneous  and
somewhat different and unexpected in comparison to larger systems. Nanofluidics is on the experimental horizon and there
will  no  doubt  be  increased  interest  in  the  bare  transport  coefficients  which  control  the  processes  like  diffusion  on  such
small scales.   We have been able to apply the generalized bare transport formulas (15) and (16) to shear and bulk viscosity
as well as heat conductivity and these results will be presented elsewhere.
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Appendix 1:  A Calculation of the Entropy Matrix
 Here we supply  some of the missing steps  and show how the generalized  transport  coefficient of equation  (15) is
obtained  in  terms  of  the  peculiar  correlation  function  (16)  for  diagonal  transport  processes.  The  generalized  transport
coefficient h is given by equation (18) of reference [13]
(A1.1)hmnab = LimtØ¶  ‡0 t „ t ‡ „ G ‚p, g rHGL dVnb HGL dVpg HG » tL gpmg aÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅkB
where  dVpg HG » tL  is  the  peculiar  velocity  equation  (19)  associated  with  wavenumber  p  and  collective  or  slowly  varying
variable g.  Going from equation (A1.1) to equations (15) and (16) here mostly involves calculating the entropy matrix gpmga
for the diffusion process and this requires a bit of work.  Notice first that in this paper only diagonal transport process are
discussed so only a=b (and wavenumbers m=n) in equation (A1.1) and we write
(A1.2)hma = ‡
0
¶
 „ t ‡ „ G ‚
p, g
 rHGL dVma HGL dVpg HG » tL gpmgaÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅkB .
The rate of change of entropy S for the diffusion process is available in the literature [17] and can be written in the
form
(A1.3)
dS
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅdt =
D
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅT  J  mÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ n N ‡ „ r” H“ n ÿ “ nL
where terms involving temperature and pressure  fluctuations were neglected for simplicity and since here the only interest
is in  particle  diffusion.   The  Landau  and  Lifshitz  equation  for  the  diffusion  of concentration  includes convection  so  their
diffusion coefficient D is the same as the bare diffusion coefficient here;  n is the particle density of the solute and T is the
absolute temperature of the solvent. 
Equation (A1.3)  involves  the chemical  potential  m of  the  solute while  Landau  and Lifshitz  equation  [17] involves
the  total  chemical  potential  mT  of  the  solute  plus  solvent  system.   But  [17,  27]  mmT = m - ms  where  ms  the  chemical
potential of the solvent is constant and since the solvent particles and solute particle have the same mass m.  It follows that
m  mT ê n =  m ê n.  
Also,  the  thermodynamic  derivative  of  the  solute  chemical  potential  m  is  available  in  the  literature  [27]  as
 m ê n = kB  T ê n  where  kB  is  the  Boltzmann  constant.   Linearizing  equation  (A1.3)  with  the  solute  particle  density
n= 1ÅÅÅÅÅW +dn yields 
(A1.4)
dS
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅdt = kB  D W ‡ „ r” H“dn ÿ “ dnL .
Substituting the Fourier series equation (7) in equation (A1.4) and performing the spatial integral to give a kronecker delta
yields after summation
(A1.5)
dS
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
dt
= kB  D ‚'
k
 k2  nk  HtL n-k  HtL .
Finally using the generalized Onsager notation in section two produces
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(A1.6)
dS
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ
dt
= kB  ‚'
k
 hk 4 ak 4  a-k 4 .
Recall what is required for equation (A1.2) is the symmetric entropy matrix gpmg a  defined via 
(A1.7)S = S0 -
1
ÅÅÅÅÅ
2
 ‚
k,a
‚
m, b
gkm
ab  ak a  am b
The Onsager procedure for calculating gkm
ab  is to take the time derivative of equation (A1.7) obtaining
(A1.8)
dS
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅdt = -‚
k,a
 ‚
m,b
 gkm
ab  
dak aÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅdt  am
b
where the symmetry of  gkm
ab  was used.  Furthermore,  using the macroscopic  regression equations in the form of equation
(11) yields
(A1.9)
dS
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅdt = ‚
k,a
‚
m, b
gkm
ab  hk a  ak a  am b .
Comparison  of  equations  (A1.6)  and  (A1.9)  yields  the  simple  result  gkm
ab = kB  da, b  dk,-m  da,4  where  da, b  is  a  Kronecker
delta.   So the entropy matrix is diagonal  and furthermore  only the a=4 contribution is present,  at least  for calculating  the
diffusion coefficient.  Utilization of this result in equation (A1.2) and performing the p and g summations yields
(A1.10)hm4 = ‡
0
¶
 „ t ‡ „ G rHGL dVm4 HGL dV-m4 HG » tL
which  is  pretty  much  equation  (15)  with  (16)  in  the  main  text  where  the  bracket  notation  indicates  an  average  over  the
Gibbs distribution r(G).  Also, the superscript 4 for diffusion was suppressed in the main text to simplify the notation.
Appendix 2:  A General Renormalization Argument
The result Dè R  Hk, wL = D  discussed in section 6 depended on a specific model calculation but here this equation is
shown to hold using a more general argument.  Recall equation (30) and set k=k obtaining
(A2.11)dÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅd t  Nk HtL = i k” ÿ INHr”, tL V”÷÷  Hr”, tLMk - k2  D Nk  HtL .
The prime in the Fourier sum of equation (7) means the Fourier coefficients are taken as vanishing for wavenumbers  k ¥ k
and  specifically   Nk HtL = 0.   The  convective  term   vk HA, tL ª i k”÷ ÿ INHr”, tLV”÷÷ Hr”, tLMk  also  vanishes  in  equation  (A2.11)  for
k ¥ k  since these terms are projected out and used to compute D [28].  
The accepted result [10, 29] for the renormalization yk HwL  is 
(A2.12)yk HwL = < vk HA, wL v-k HAL >
for the case at hand which is a diagonal process and w is the Fourier transform variable associated with time t.  When k = k
one has  yk HwL = 0 since vk HA, wL  vanishes for wavenumbers  k ¥ k  [30].  The renormalized diffusion coefficient Dè R Hk, wL
is given for general wavenumber k in terms of the bare diffusion coefficient D and renormalization  yk HwL  by [10, 14, 29]
(A2.13)k2  Dè R Hk, wL = k2  D + yk HwL .
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For k = k ,  equation (A2.13)  reduces to Dè R Hk, wL = D   since the renormalization  vanishes  at  this wavenumber  k.   In other
words,  the  renormalized  diffusion  coefficient  Dè R Hk, wL  at  wavenumber  k = k  is  equal  to the  bare  diffusion  coefficient  D
which is a function of the cutoff wavenumber k. 
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